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Soca Diva Concert A Success
Last Saturday March 18th the La Piazza Court Yard at Prospect Reef came alive as Sea
productions hosted Soca Diva Concert 2006.
This young group pulled together some of the top female calypso/soca performers in the
business and brought them on one stage here the B.V.I.
The night began at 11:00pm sharp with an amazing performance by our very own Extreme
Band. This seasoned band led by Durk Walters proved to the masses that they are certainly
a force to be reckoned with. Lead vocalist Darwin ‘Chicken’ Scatliffe had the crowd
requesting more songs as they jumped to the rhythm of every tune. Extreme also gave back
ground music to the first two divas of the night Harella George, who is a member of the
band and new artist Jalena. These ladies were indeed welcomed and enjoyed by all and
certainly opened the door to a future in the industry.
The evening only began when Soca Diva Denise ‘Saucy Wow’ Belfon came on stage.
Backed by the Allison Hinds Show, she performed as the true veteran that she is, with hits
like Kah Kah Le Le, Jammette and Saucy Baby. Sponsored by Cable & Wireless the
company said they were very pleased with the exuberance she brought to the show. Cable
& Wireless also made sure that patrons were all supplied with green bandanas to wave when
the various artists requested.
Last but not least was Queen Diva Allison Hinds and the Allison Hinds Show. Making her
come back to the Soca arena with hits like “Roll It Glal” & “L.O.V.E” proved the power of
soca music and how it took the crowd into a frenzie. The Allison Hinds Show also brought
dancers, CD’s and posters which were also well received.
All of the entertainers were available for autograph signing after the show and no acts of
violence was reported. Therefore stamping this concert one of the best the BVI has seen in
a long time.
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